“You cannot break all the chains, except one.
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Introduction

You cannot say you
want to be free of exploitation and oppression, except you want to
keep the oppression of women by men. You can’t say you want to
liberate humanity yet keep one half of the people enslaved to the
other half. The oppression of women is completely bound up with the
division of society into masters and slaves, exploiters and exploited,
and the ending of all such conditions is impossible without the
complete liberation of women.
All this is why women have a
tremendous role to play not only in making revolution but in making
sure there is all-the-way revolution. The fury of women can and must
be fully unleashed as a mighty force for proletarian revolution.
—Bob Avakian
Chairman of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA

Speech by Sunsara Taylor
Fund appeal
Question & Answer

“In many ways, and particularly for men, the woman question and
whether you seek to completely abolish or to preserve the existing
property and social relations and corresponding ideology that enslave
women (or maybe “just a little bit” of them) is a touchstone question
among the oppressed themselves. It is a dividing line between
“wanting in” and really “wanting out”: between fighting to end all
oppression and exploitation—and the very division of society into
classes—and seeking in the final analysis to get your part in this.
—Bob Avakian
Chairman of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA

[name of sponsor:]

SUNSARA TAYLOR is a writer for Revolution newspaper, a host of
WBAI’s Equal Time for Free Thought, and sits on the Advisory
Board of World Can't Wait. She has written on the rise of
theocracy, wars and repression in the U.S., led in building
resistance to these crimes, and contributed to the movement for
revolution to put an end to all this. She has traveled to the funeral
of Dr. George Tiller, led protests in support of abortion outside
Obama’s commencement speech at Notre Dame, spoken and
debated on campuses nationwide on Away With All Gods!
Unchaining the Mind and Radically Changing the World by Bob
Avakian at New York University, UCLA’s Center for the Study of
Religion, and at the 2009 Atheist Alliance International
Convention in Los Angeles. She takes as her foundation the new
synthesis on revolution and communism developed by Bob
Avakian.
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